The Modern Deal Seeker
The Deal-Seeking Shoppers Aren’t Who You Think They Are

Who is the New Deal Seeker?
In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis and the recession that followed, a growing
number of Millennials and Gen Xers are approaching their finances in a bold, new way.
The days of “keeping up with the Joneses” are over, being replaced by thoughtful
spending habits built around value and an emotional connection to brands.
Enter the new frugality—a seismic shift in consumer shopping behavior that’s
challenging perceptions on who the deal-seekers and coupon-clippers really are these
days. It’s a game-changing trend that’s elevating and enriching the relationships
between retail marketers and their customers. And it’s a sizable movement boasting
41.7 million shoppers among its numbers. But before you can reap the benefits you
have to know how best to attract and retain these highly influential audiences.
This e-book addresses those questions with three simple steps that harness the power
of this new consumer mindset to transform valuable Millennial and Gen X customers
into brand advocates for life.

Know Your Audience.
Decoding the Millennial Deal Seeker.
Imagine this: You graduate from college owing

additional $56 billion in CPG sales over the next

about. If one retail store is just a store and

around $30,000, only to land a job where you

decade.³ And because they’ve grown up during

another donates part of their profits to charity,

make around $34,500 a year.° The investment

the current recession, Millennials often perceive

Millennials will largely choose the latter, even if

you made in your education immediately seems

value differently. This means appreciating

it costs a little bit more.

like an insurmountable barrier to your overall

experiences over material things and wanting an

success and happiness—unless you intelligently

emotional connection with a store as opposed

That unexpected relationship between emotion

manage your money.

to just shopping there because it’s affordable or

and purchase is exactly what defines this new

nearby. Add to that, their total comfort and
One Millennial put it this way: “There’s no such

regularity with current technology and social

thing as security anymore.”¹ And as more and

media and you’ve got an army of tastemakers

more people with this mindset enter the

who can make or break your brand with a single

workforce financially under water, it’s no surprise

tweet.

they’re at the forefront of the new frugality
movement. But who are they, and more

How Can you Make a Connection?

importantly, what can they mean for your brand?

The answer here comes down to two things:

“They appreciate
experiences over
material things and
want an emotional
connection as opposed
to just shopping.”

proximity and personality. As a marketer, you
Let’s break it down.

need to partner with skilled, third party vendors
who use relevant data and analytics to put you

Forget the Stereotypes.

where they are, whether that’s online or off. And

Millennials are the largest and savviest

once you’re in those places, you can’t just be a

generation in American history with an

faceless, heartless brand — you need a

estimated population of 88.5 million.² For

personality. Millennials are more likely to invest

perspective, they’re expected to generate an

their money into brands they feel positively
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breed of deal-seeker and what makes Millennials
so important for the future of your brand.
° The Millennial Way of Shopping: More Careful, Durable, and Frugal
Than You Think, Bloomberg Business, April 25, 2014
¹ Quote by Sophie, 34, Washington – Y&R Insights
² US Census Bureau
³ iMedia article: http://bit.ly/1VWKp2P
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Know Your Audience.
Decoding Gen X Deal Seekers.
Try this on: Your life is in full swing with a good

what sort of impact can they have on your

data that matches your audience with the

job, a family and a mortgage when the bottom

brand? Let’s find out.

products and services they deem valuable in

drops out of the world economy in 2008. You
lose your job and your mortgage becomes an
insurmountable barrier to your overall success
and happiness—unless you intelligently manage
your money.

A Viewpoint All Their Own.
Xers are the generational middle child with an
estimated population of 65.8 million.° They
were the group hardest hit by the current
recession and have led a charge to pay less,
work less and buy cheaper as a result. One Gen
Xer put it like this: “You work hard for your

“It doesn’t mean they
avoid purchases, it just
means those purchases
are carefully
considered first.”

money and you don’t wanna just throw it
away.”¹ But that doesn’t mean they avoid
purchases, it just means those purchases are
carefully considered first. Much like Millennials,
a store or restaurant has to be more than just
cheap and available for them to bite—but if
they do, it can mean access to a loyal group of

Members of Generation X have always been
regarded as individualistic, unconcerned with

these men and women, so simply having an
inexpensive product isn’t enough. They’re
constantly balancing pragmatism with what’s
best for them and their loved ones. Think of it
this way: If we have two retail stores, one that
sells cheap and poorly manufactured goods
versus one that’s a bit more expensive but more
valuable in the long run, most will largely
choose the latter. That need for more than just a
low price to purchase is what defines the new
frugality, and what makes Gen Xers so essential
to the future of your brand.
° US Census Bureau
¹ Quote by Interviewee from Consumer Survey – Y&R Insights

influencers who will stand by your brand for the
long haul.

what other people think of them. And now that

How can you make a connection?

attitude is extending into where and when they

This answer is simple: Partner with an

spend their money. But who are they really and

appropriate third party vendor to use consumer
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every way. Quality of life is a huge factor for
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All in all, both Gen Xers and
Millennials are completely redefining
how marketers communicate with
their customers. Just thinking about
a change like this can be daunting.
But fear not, because the three
simple steps on the following pages
will help you make the most of the
new frugality for years to come.

Step 1.
Communicate More Than Just Value.
Now that you know a little more about Millennials and Gen Xers, and their similar-but-different takes on the new
ways to save, it’s time to convert them into customers you can count on. And there’s no better place to start than
with value and how you communicate it.
The Price Has to be Right.

The Connection Can’t be Wrong.

Due to economic circumstances out of their control, Millennials

The real curveball here is that the right deal, while important, isn’t

and Gen Xers are making $2,000 less than their parents would

enough anymore. Millennials and Gen Xers want more from the

have been in 1980.° It’s making them shop smarter, seek out deals

stores they choose to spend their hard earned money at—they

and collect coupons, in order to still get the quality goods they

want an emotional connection. As an example, this audience is

desire with an experience to match. Third party vendors specialize

saving money by eating out less, opting instead to bring the

in serving up these kinds of opportunities by using strategic data

restaurant experience into their homes. They’re cutting back on

and analytics, but the right promotion is only half the battle.

their spend without sacrificing the emotional and social part of
dining out. So if a restaurant introduced a smartly priced to-go
product that catered to this need, it would undoubtedly be
embraced and celebrated.
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Step 2.
Engage Customers Online and Off.
You’ve got the right promotion at the right price making the right emotional connection with the target. Now you’ve
got to deliver it in the right places. Millennials and Gen Xers have a perceived preference for digital shopping outlets
but that’s not entirely true. To really make a connection, you have to be present online and off.
Get Online, Stay Online.

Embrace Third Parties.

Almost 90% of Millennials use social media° and an estimated

Many retailers are investing in their own mobile apps, however

80% of them sleep with their smartphones next to them¹—staying

studies have shown that retailer mobile application success has

connected is that important. Having the right digital strategy is

been elusive. In fact, 60% of shoppers only have two or less retail

essential to resonating with this audience. In addition to

apps on their mobile devices and 21% have none at all.³ This

traditional online shopping, savvy customers also use a variety of

leaves retailers competing for a few coveted spots. The solution

websites and apps to gather both product and promotional

here is to collaborate and tap into your consumer’s mobile

information. In fact, Millennials are 200 times more likely than the

ecosystem. If your brand is not one of the top mobile

average shopper to be influenced by smartphone apps when

environments, join forces with the third party apps that are and

making brand decisions.²

share your relevant messages that way.
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Step 2.
Engage Customers Online and Off.
Recent studies show 73% of consumers begin their shopping journey on a smartphone. Yet, 90% of sales still
happen in the store. The modern deal seeker values experiences and prefers a personal brand relationship over
one that is merely transactional.
Be Interesting In-Store.

When in Doubt, Hand Something Out.

Contrary to popular belief, Millennials and Gen Xers want more

One incredibly effective way to dial up in-store engagement is to

than just an online experience. They need to be engaged in-store

offer free samples or money-saving coupons. This simple act

as well, but that can’t just be a big, flashy “sale” sign. To really

breaks through the monotony of the typical shopping or dining

break through in a highly competitive retail store environment,

experience and creates an on-the-spot connection between the

you need to excite and entertain potential customers. That means

shopper and the brand. And beyond that it gives these financially

revamping existing shelf signage to better hook them as they

cautious consumers the opportunity to essentially crawl before

shop. That could come to life as a humorous spin on a product or

they run with a brand, which can make a huge difference in their

a social media cross-promotional campaign. It could even be an

overall satisfaction with a purchase.

update of a current communication using technology like
touchscreens to better connect with these digitally savvy
consumers.
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Conclusion.
The new deal-seeking generation is here to stay, and that’s reason to celebrate. The days of attracting
just any customer with a quick sale are over. Now thoughtful promotions are yielding relationships with
equally thoughtful consumers. One and done deal seekers are disappearing and being replaced by
reliable brand advocates who will not only buy your product but tell others to do the same.
It’s an exciting new time where you and a partner like RetailMeNot can change how two generations of
customers perceive and interact with you. In fact, with the fourth most used consumer-shopping app,
42 million email subscribers and more than 700 million web visits in the past 12 months, RetailMeNot is
exactly the type of established resource Millennials and Gen Xers are using to gather facts and forge
opinions about future purchases. One Gen Xer even put it this way: “I just use RetailMeNot. I don’t want
to mess around with others. I assume if {a deal} isn’t on there, it doesn’t exist.°”
All in all, we’ve got the data, analytics and know-how needed to help retail marketers like you master
the new frugality for good.
° Quote by Interviewee from Consumer Survey – Y&R Insights
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Step 3.
Make Them “Like” You.
You delivered the ideal message at the perfect time and made the sale. But how do you retain this newfound
conquest? How do you transform one purchase into more, and beyond that, how do you transform a new
customer into an evangelist for your brand?
Sales Are Great. Relationships Are Better.
In the past, when a mother needed a recommendation on where to buy back-to-school clothes for her kids, she would ask her small circle of
friends. Now, those same mothers are asking the internet. If your store isn’t well regarded on blogs and relevant message boards, you may lose a
customer before they ever even come into view. The solution here is all about engagement, both before and after a sale. Your thoughtful offer was
clicked and a Millennial or Gen X customer made a purchase at your store. Now it’s up to you to follow up and maintain the relationship. That can
be strategically done with a data-based survey, relevant social outreach or a shareable case study. Regardless of how it’s done, it’s necessary, or
those metaphorical mothers will never see your store’s name when they start asking around for buying advice.
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